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Hunters in
the Dark
Fills Out Cast

Migrant worker Shardul Bhardwaj (right)
is tasked with keeping wild monkeys away
from government buildings in New Delhi.

dressed like langurs,” he says.
Nath became deeply involved
with the project and was also
cast as Anjani’s guide to learning the unique art of vocalizing
the sounds of the langur, which
became the film’s odd-sounding
but catchy title.
The film’s tight crew mostly
consisted of alumni from the
Film and Television Institute of
India, like Vats, including lead
actor Bhardwaj, co-producer
Shwetaabh Singh and cinematographer Saumyananda Sahi, who
had to overcome the constraints
of filming in high-security areas
on a shoestring budget.
Vats sees parallels between the
struggle to get his film made
and the plight of his main character as he goes to increasingly
desperate lengths to merely do
his job. “Across cultures, the
world situation is the same — the
system will crush you, the system
will push you to become a loose
cannon,” says Vats.
The director is also aware
that while the film could be
interpreted as a lighthearted
representation of Indian exotica, he wants audiences to grasp
its deliberately serious subtext.
“It starts funny, but it ends
with a critique of the system on
socioeconomic realities,” the
filmmaker explains. “Corruption
is like a monkey that you can’t
seem to control.”

Monkey Business
With a Message

Director Prateek Vats says Eeb Allay Ooo!, his satirical look at
the plight of a professional ‘monkey repeller’ in New Delhi, has
parallels to social unrest around the world BY NYAY BHUSHAN
Are animals more preHidden cious than humans?
Gem
For his debut feature,
Eeb Allay Ooo!, Prateek
Vats lets the audience decide what
to make of the real-life monkey
menace that has long plagued
the high-security areas around
government buildings including
the Parliament in India’s capital,
New Delhi.
Against the backdrop of
this surreal satirical premise,
the story revolves around Anjani
(Shardul Bhardwaj), a migrant
from rural India who can’t find
employment in the city and ends
up working for a monkey repeller
squad (think Ghostbusters for
monkeys) under government
contract.
“It’s a story about the times
we live in right now,” says Vats,
pointing out how frustration

with the establishment is boiling
over in many regions, such as
Hong Kong and India, which
has recently witnessed massive
protests against the government’s
revised citizenship law. “The film
is mostly set in the high-security
areas of Delhi where authorities
can’t control monkeys, which is so
ironic,” adds Vats.
Inspired after reading an article
about a real-life monkey wrangler
Mahendra Nath, Vats decided to
do some further research, which
led to a few startling discoveries.
“At one time langurs [a longtailed monkey] were used since
[other] monkeys fear them, but
animal rights groups
protested, which led
authorities to find
other solutions, such
as including some
Vats
monkey repellers

Sandra Lipski
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drink after 3 a.m.?
The Gainsbourg Le
Club — Bar Americain
at Savignyplatz never
disappoints. It’s not close
to the usual festival spots
but you will run into a cool,
creative and intellectual
crowd.

Founder of Evolution
Mallorca International
Film Festival
Favorite thing about
Berlin?
I love the mix of local
Berliners and the many
cultures that call Berlin
their home. It makes
for one of the most exciting cities and festivals in
the world.

Advice for a Berlin
first-timer?
Make a loose plan and then
go with the flow. Berlin is
magical and anything can
happen!

Best place to grab a
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Tzi Ma and Ellen Wong

T

he upcoming
Cambodia-set
thriller Hunters in the
Dark, based on British
writer Lawrence
Osborne’s novel of
the same name, has
unveiled several key
additions to its cast.
Hong Kong American
actor Tzi Ma, co-star
of Disney’s upcoming
Mulan, and Ellen Wong,
best known for Netflix’s
GLOW, have both
boarded the project.
Actress Elodie Yung,
familiar to Marvel fans
for her performance
as Elektra in Netflix’s
Daredevil and The
Defenders, also has
joined the project. They
will co-star alongside
Alex Pettyfer (Magic
Mike, I Am Number
Four), who was previously announced as the
film’s lead.
Hunters in the
Dark tells the story of
28-year-old English
school teacher
(Pettyfer) living in
Cambodia whose life
takes a dark turn after
he unexpectedly wins
a bag full of cash.
— PATRICK BRZESKI

Your “only in Berlin”
moment?
Recharging from a busy
festival day with a walk
around the Krumme Lanke
[lake] before diving right
back into the film action.

small U-Bahn bakeries.
2) Lunch at Monsieur
Vuong in Mitte is a must.
3) A visit to the Helmut
Newton Foundation
(I don’t really feel guilty
about that one).

Your Berlin guilty pleasure (what you indulge
in while in Berlin, but
nowhere else)?
1) I always have a
“Berliner” or two (a donut
without a hole and raspberry filling) at one of the

What’s the one thing
Berlin’s new management duo should change?
Last-minute tickets are
hard to get. I like the
“Waitlist” app option for
Sundance. Maybe they can
make one for Berlin?!
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